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CV Questionnaire 
 Simply complete this form and email it to me as an attachment.  
I will have a significant input into your draft CV for discussion later. Please answer the questions the best you can.  Mike Kelley.  Home

Personal Details 
First name: file_2.unknown
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    Surname: file_3.unknown
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This form has been created to enable you easily write the most important information.  If you prefer you may print the questionnaire from your browser then send it to me by post to M Kelley Ltd., T/A  First Impressions, 12 Rockcliffe Avenue, Whitley Bay, NE26 2NN. UK.
Please note 
Take whatever time you need to complete the form.

You can answer the questions / complete this form alone or to compliment an existing CV.  Enter all information that you think may be relevant and skip the questions / sections that you feel do not apply. If you need extra space use the "Additional Information" section at the end or on a separate sheet if printed from your browser.  


Address1:
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Address2:
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City:
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County:
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Phone:
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Mobile:
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Email:
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Email:
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  Please re-type your email address.

 
 




Profile / Career Statement  (Write a brief profile / synopsis of your experience). 
To be objective about yourself can be difficult. Do not worry if your attempt sounds too self-centered, just tell me about yourself in your own words. Also note any special skills you have, such as languages, computer skills or any relevant transferable skills from outside interests.
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Career Statement - what is your purpose for a new CV? 
(i.e. job promotion, career change, update). What is your career objective ?
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"I will make your career statement brief and powerful, highlighting your employment 'trump cards' including relevant skills from previous jobs, which if left to be gleaned from your career history would not be given prominence in the context of any particular job target.

Your career statement will also help with those dangerous open questions that occur during interviews. The question - " Tell me about yourself" is a gift to your well prepared career statement".
Current occupation / job title:
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Desired occupation (please give details of your job target and future goals if any, if known): 
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You can compliment this form with a copy of your existing CV. 
(you can email, or post this to me).
 


Professional Experience (current or most recent job first):
Include who you report to and any managerial / administration / health and safety / re-locational activities.
Include how many people report to you and any technical / welfare / supervisory / training / assessment activities. Detail any specialist equipment used. Who do you communicate with ? About what ?
Explain what / how you achieved something. (I will make these your accomplishment statements).
 
Job title:
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Employer:
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City:
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Start date: 
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End date:
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Tell me about your job / remarks
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Professional Experience  #2
Job title:
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Employer:
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City:
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Start date:  
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End date:
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Tell me about your job / remarks:










Professional Experience - #3
Job title:
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Employer:
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City:
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Start date: 
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End date:
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Tell me about your job / remarks 


 




Early Career 
(include details of your previous jobs, titles dates etc. continue on a separate sheet if printed)
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Education (if in progress state year of attainment and percentage completed).


University::
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Degree::
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Year: Graduated:
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Further Ed:
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Year Graduated::
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General::
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Any remarks::
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Additional Training / Professional Development: 
(give details of courses taken and of any certificates awarded, give expiry dates if applicable)
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Awards   ( List any awards, achievements).
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Memberships  ( clubs, affiliation to organizations etc.)
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Key Skills   ( such as technical skills, computer literacy etc.)
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"Most people take their key skills for granted. I will study your completed questionnaire and complete a full key skills analysis for you, including transferable skills towards your new job target".

Any other talents that you are proud of and wish to communicate to employers ? 
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Concerns  
(problems with previous job hunting, situations)
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Additional Information:
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Well done, you have taken a big step towards getting the job you deserve ! 

Thank you for sending me your completed questionnaire.  I will respond with my advice as soon as possible.  Do not worry if you have not answered all the questions or left something out. I can make any adjustments at the CV draft copy stage.
If you would like me to schedule your CV writing in straightaway, 
please phone through your payment details using your credit / debit card on 
UK (0)191 2514000 or pay securely online by PayPal. 
If you have any questions please let me know  email
Please email this completed CV questionnaire to mike@cv-service.org
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